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Abstract--For a distributed parameter nonlinear transmission line, with constant self-inductance and 
resistance, but voltage-dependent capacitance and leakage conductance, a condition on the growth, in 
time, of the leakage conductance is proposed which implies the existence of global C 1 solutions to the 
inhomogeneous, damped, quasilinear hyperbolic system, with periodic initial data, which governs the 
evolution of the charge and current in the line. For a transmission li e in which the leakage conductance 
may be controllable, in time, the analysis uggests a direct means of preventing the formation of shocks 
in the line. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a distributed parameter nonlinear transmission line with constant self-inductance L 
and resistance R; the current i(x, t) and voltage v(x, t) are measured at a point x units distant 
from an origin 0 chosen in the line at time t > 0. The leakage conductance is given by 1/G where, 
in this paper, we assume that G = G (V), and the charge Q = Q ( v); the capacitance C is then given 
by C = C(v) -  dQ(v)/dv and is, thus, also voltage dependent. Our situation is depicted in Fig. I. 
If Ohm's and Kirchoff's laws are applied to the transmission line depicted above we obtain the 
following inhomogeneous quasilinear system: 
- - i  
( i )  +(  0 1/0L)(i') = L (l, 
v ,, I/C(v) v ,~ _G(v)___~v 
c(v) 
For  
dQ c(v) =~ >0 
the system (1) is strictly hyperbolic with associated characteristics in the (x, t) plane defined by 
solutions of the ordinary differential equations 
dx 
dt = +- 1/x/-~(v)" 
If C = Co (const) and G = Go (const) then it is well-known that both i and v propagate along the 
transmission line with attenuation factor -Go~Go. Several authors [1-4] have shown that shocks 
can be expected to form in solutions of initial-value problems associated with system (1) both when 
G is constant, as well as when G = G(v) if C is voltage dependent. A general treatment of the 
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shock-formation problem for this system has been presented in a recent work by the author [5] 
for the case G = Go (const); in Ref. [5] we have noted that the fact that 
Q(v) = C(~) d(, 
'0 
with C(()  > O, V( ~R j implies the existence of ~:(.) such that V = ~'(Q) with d~//dQ > O. Since 
OQ c(v) &' 
~t  = ~,  
this latter observation enables us to rewrite system (1) as an inhomogeneous hyperbolic system in 
conservation form, namely 
't +(o 
QI,, \1 
, 
E "Y"(Q) i 
0 Q " 
""  / 
= - -E  1 - Go U(Q)/ (2) 
whose characteristics are defined by the solutions of the ordinary differential equations 
dx 
dt - + 
One interesting thing about the system (2), which is of the form 
Oui Of 
a-7 + ~ (u) = g,(u), 
u= (2 '  ~(Q) ,  g(u)-- -Gof (Q)  
(3) 
is that for Go - 0 it is a special case of the damped quasilinear system 
~w Ou } 
Ot ~3t -0  
auot F'(W)~xx = -ctu(ot > O) 
(4) 
which has been considered recently by Nishida [6] and Slemrod [7] for the case of associated 
periodic initial data w (x, 0) = w0(x), u (x, 0) = Uo(X). Using the Riemann invariants associated with 
system (4), it was shown by Nishida that if F'(0) > 0, F"(0) > 0 and II w0 NL®, II u0 ILL,,, II w6 Ik,,, 
][ u~)[lz,, are all sufficiently small, then a C' (in (x, t)) solution of the initial-value problem exists 
for all t > 0; however, Slemrod, using a different argument, but also one based on the Riemann 
invariants associated with system (4), proved that for F ' (0 )> 0, F" (0)> 0, II w011~,,, II u011~ 
sufficiently small, but Uo(X)+ x/F'(wo(X))W~(X) sufficiently large and positive, at some x, shocks 
must develop in the sense that 3t~ < oo, such that 
lim, xi k ax ] k ax ) = oo. 
In Ref. [5] we have extended the basic result on shock formation in Ref. [7] to systems of the 
form (2) with Go ~ 0. Our interest in this paper is in studying the problem of global existence 
of C l solutions (i(x. t), Q (x, t)) to the inhomogeneous hyperbolic quasilinear system generalizing 
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equation (2) in the case where G = G(v), i.e. 
Q .,+ i = -~GI~V.(Q))~(Q) " (2*) 
We assume that periodic C' initial data i0(x), Qo(x) are associated with equation (2*) so that we 
study the problem on all of R ~; to the best of our knowledge the global existence problem for such 
a system has not been considered to date except for the special case in which G -0 .?  In effect, 
we are seeking to pinpoint a dissipative mechanism in the distributed parameter nonlinear 
transmission line which is sufficiently strong to stabilize solutions and prevent he formation of 
shocks; this mechanism turns out, not surprisingly, to be evolution, in time, of the leakage 
conductance 1/G. 
The Riemann invariants naturally associated with the system (2*) are defined by 
U Q(x, t) ~ t ~(x, t) = - i (x ,  t) + - -  d( do 
a(x,t) - i (x , t ) -  I Qc~'') ~ d (  
Jo V L 
(5) 
The directional derivatives along the characteristics, defined by the solutions of 
will be denoted by 
where 
d Z = + /'t"(Q(x, t)) 
dt -~/  L 
= 8t + 2 (x, t) ~xx and = Ot + v (x, t) ~xx' (6) 
_ I-If'(Q(x,t)) = I~e"(Q_(x,t)) 
2= V L and v V L 
From equations (5), and the fact that "U'(() > 0, V( e R 1, we have i(x, t) = -½[~(x, t) + o(x, t)] and 
~(x, t) - ~(x, t) - ~(x, t) = 2Io 2 /~ ' ( ( )  d~ 
so that 3 0 such that Q = Q (q (x, t)). A simple calculation then shows that in terms of the Riemann 
invariants ~ and o the system (2*) assumes the form 
~" = _ 5 (~ + ~) + ~ (~ - ~) 
o '= -~(~ + ~) - ~(~ - ~) 
(7) 
where ct=R/L>O, qS(~- -o )=~(~( , -o ) )  and 
(Q) = - G ('U(Q)) : (Q)  ~ .  (8) 
tRefs [9-12, 14-16] are concerned with the global existence ofweak solutions. 
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Also, for the indicated directional derivatives in equations (7), defined by equations (6) we have 
with v = J(.z - 0) defined in a similar manner. Associated with the quasilinear system we have initial 
data 4(x, 0) = 4,,(x), a(x, 0) = riO(x) which, in view of equations (5) and the assumed periodicity of 
i(x, 0), Q(x, 0), will be periodic functions on R ‘; we assume that the initial datum (By, d,,(x)) 
are of class C’ and that their derivatives are bounded. 
Remarks 
(i) In a recent work, Nohel [8] has established the global existence of C’ solutions to initial-value 
problems for an inhomogeneous quasilinear system which, in Riemann invariant form, is of the 
type 
*‘= -;(t+J)+$(X.f) 
1. 
(9) 
3’= -f(h + 9) + 6(X, t) 
The results in Ref. [8] cannot be carried over to the system (7) in view of the assumption made 
in Ref. [8] that 
such an assumption, 
i,(t) = supI&,(x, t)l E L”(0, co); 
TSR’ 
if applied to system (7) would a priori restrict h and 6 so that 
~lj+,(X, [)I EL”(O, cc), ~~I$“~(“, 211 EL”(O, co). 
(ii) Inhomogeneous hyperbolic systems in “conservation form” of the type (3) have recently been 
considered by Dafermos [9], Dafermos and Hsiao [IO] and Liu [l 1, 121 who construct globally 
defined weak solutions and study their asymptotic behavior by using variants of the Glimm scheme 
[13] for homogeneous quasilinear systems in conservation form; a related recent paper is that of 
Li and Liu [14], where an application is given to the problem of transonic gas flow through a duct 
with varying cross section, and two recent related works in the same spirit which deal with special 
systems are those of Ying and Wang [15, 161. The applicability of some of the ideas developed 
in the references cited above, to the study of the system (2*), will be discussed in a forthcoming 
work [17]. 
(iii) A system, in Riemann invariant form of the type (7), with c( = 0, has been shown by the 
author [18] to arise in the study of plane wave-nonlinear dielectric interaction in the presence of 
a nonzero conduction current vector which is given by a simple nonlinear Ohm’s law; it was shown 
in Ref. [18] that shocks form in the propagating electromagnetic wave provided the initial gradients 
of the fields in the wave are positive and, pointwise, sufficiently large. While the results in Ref. [18] 
point to the fact that, if the dielectric is not a perfect nonconductor, then nonlinear conduction 
currents may provide a natural dissipative mechanism in the plane wave-nonlinear dielectric 
interaction problem, and thus prevent the breaking of waves for sufficiently small initial fields, the 
fact that CL = 0 in that problem precludes our being able to carry over directly the results which 
we will obtain for the system (7). 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we will note some relations concerning the term 6 that will be of use, a little later 
on in the analysis, and we will give an example of the type of constifutive relation u = V(Q) to 
which our analysis will apply. In all that follows q = b - 0, so that G(v) = @(<e”(q)), where @J is 
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defined by equation (7); we also set T(t/) = @(r/), i.e. 
dR dO 
Furthermore, in the directional derivatives (6), 2 = )~(q) = 2 ((~ (q)) and v = ~7(t/) = v(O (r/)), where 
2 and v are defined following equations (6). We note that if we set 
then 
As 
we have 
O ,(Q)= f (Q)2(Q)  
O(Q) = G(~(Q))O ,(Q). 
I0(~) 
t/ = 2 / f - ' (¢)  de, 
00 ~/ L 
dO (_~_~ 1 
= \ 2 J ,,/~t',(O(r/) )" 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Also, by the definition of 2(Q), 
d2 1 ~"(Q) 
d--Q = 2 x / ~ ~  (13) 
where we tentatively assume that ~//'(.) e C 2 (this may be weakened as we shall see below). Thus, 
and 
d)~ o dQ ~¢'"(0 (q)) (14a) 
'~'(q)- ~ =O(,) dr/ - 4~/:'(Q(q)) ' 
2'(,) _ , /Z  ~"(~ (,)) 
2 -~-  4 .U.(O(t/) ) x/~.((~(q) ) (14b) 
2-~')~'(t/) q~(r/) = G(:(Q(q)))4 ¢z(0(r/))~/:"(Q(r/))~/:'(Q(q)) (14c) 
By direct calculation: 
and 
dO__~, = ~U(Q)~e~"(Q) - 2~'2(Q) (15) 
dQ 2,/Z 
d¢,  ) dQ 
@(tl) = G( '~(Q) ) -~ + G'(:(Q))-/:'(Q)O ,(Q) (16) 
so that 
~(~) = G (-/:(Q (~))) ~(Q (r/))~v'" (~ (t/)) - 2~e ~'2 (Q (q)) :'(O(~)) 
- ½G' ( : (O  (~)W'(O (~)W(O (n))) (17) 
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and, finally, 
, - ,2~ - ~ ' (0 (~) ){a(~(Q(n) ) )  + a ' (~(0(~)W(0(~) ) )}  
~(r/) - ,t tr/) $(r/) = 2 
_ 3v'(Q(t/)) d (3VG(3V)),= (18) 
2 dr  *~Oc~))' 
a quantity that will be of some importance to us in Section 4. Our first constitutive hypothesis now 
assumes the following form: 
(HI) For a l l (~R ' ,  
d 
d-(((G(()) 
exists and is bounded, i.e. [(~G(~))'[ < G,, V( ~ R'. For example, for G(~)= e -';I 
d ~e- : (1 - ( ) ,  ( i>0 
H( ( )=~((a( ( ) )=(e ; (  1+( ) '  ( />0 ' (19) 
the graph of which is depicted in Fig. 2. 
If we now set ~,(r/) = ~,(Q(~/)), where ~,  is defined by equation (10), then by equation (11) 
4~(t/) = (~(r/)g~,(t/), (20) 
where (7(r/) = G(~(Q(q))). Thus, 
fo' d~* ~(q)  = 00/) ~-  (() d~, 
provided ~, (0 )= ~P,(Q(O))= O; however, as 
I Q(q) 
q = 2 d(, 
do 
we have 
j0°° d :0 
from which it follows that Q(O)= 0. Also, by equation (10) 
$, (o) - ~(o),~ (o) = - ~(o)  ~ = o, 
V L 
(21) 
provided ~(0)= O. Our first hypothesis relative to ~(.) is then 
(H2)  ~ = ~(() satisfies ~(0)  = 0 and ~(.) ~ C' with ~0/> ~'(()/> E, V( e R ~, 
for some ~%, e > O. 
--._y 
Fig. 2 
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By equation (21), 
I~(~)1 ~ 18(~)11~ I sup I~(~)1, Vq • R'. (22) 
Now, 
dq~, Q = 0(~/) ' dO 
$*(q) = - -~ dr/ 
so that, by equations (12) and (15), 
where 
~,(r/) - 1 ~9({~ (r/)) 
4 f/"((~ (r/)) (23) 
~(~) = ~/:(~)~/:"(~) + 2~'(~) 2, ~ • R'. (24) 
In order that ~' ,(q),  r /• R ~, will be well-defined we need the first part of hypothesis (H3) below; 
the second part of this hypothesis will be used in Section 4. Neither part of hypothesis (H3) requires 
that ~" ( ( )  exists V( eR ' :  
(H3) (i) For all ~ • R l, "V(~)~"(~) exists and is finite; furthermore 
sup ~(~) ~ <0(3,  
i.e. qB, > 0, such that [~(ff)l ~< BII3V"(~)I ,  ~/~ • R I. 
(ii) For all ~ such that I~l is sufficiently small, ~"(~) exists 
I~"(~)1 ~< B21~'(~)I for some B2 > 0. 
with 
Our complete set of constitutive hypotheses thus consists of hypothesis (HI), relative to the 
leakage conductance 1/G, and hypotheses (H2) and (H3) relative to the dependence of U upon 
Q; an example of a charge-dependent voltage which satisfies these hypotheses i  given below. 
Example 
For arbitrary E > 0, ~ > 0 we define, for Q e R l, 
EQ + Vl(1 - e-Q), Q >~ 0, (25) 
~/:(O) = EQ + ~//]~(e Q - 1), Q < 0. 
Clearly, ~/'(0)=0, ~¢'(Q)>0 for Q>0 and "U(Q)<0 for Q <0, ~(Q)=-~/ : ( -Q)  and 
~//'~ ___oo as Q ~ _+oo. Also V ' (Q)  = c + ~e]~e -tQI so that ¥Q 6R 1, E < V' (Q)  ~<E + ~,  with 
~ ' (Q)  ~ e as [QI ~ ~.  By direct computation: 
~'-~e]e -Q, Q >0,  
~v'"(O) = [~//]l eQ, Q < 0, 
so that ~t:"(Q) > 0 for Q < 0, ~v'"(Q) < 0 for Q > 0 while 
lim V" (Q)=-~4:  lim ~',(a)=~e]~ 
Q~0+ Q~0+ 
[so that ~"(0) does not exist if ~ ~ 0]. However, 
(~2(e -Q- -1 )e -Q- -E~Qe -O, Q>/0,  
~(Q)~"(Q)  = e - [~t:2 (e Q-  1) eQ + E~//]l a e Q, Q <0,  
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so that ~"  exists and is continuous VQ eR ~ with UU"Io=e = 0; for Q ~ 0, U(Q)"U"(Q)< O. 
As 
) '~e  2Q+2E~Ie-Q+E2 , O >/0, 
"U'Z(Q) = (~ e 20 + 2E~¢~ e Q + E ~, Q < 0, 
the definition (24) of ~(Q) yields 
~'3~/~ e -2° + (4('//] - ~V~) e o _ (~Q e-O + 2(2, Q ~> 0, 
~(Q) = (3u~ e 2Q + (4(~ - ~r~) e Q + (~Q e Q + 2E 2, Q < 0, 
or, ~(Q) = ~¢ e -21°1 + .~(Q) e IQI+ c~, where ~¢ = 3V~, ~(Q) = 4(~ - "u~ - (~e] I Q I and <g = 2( 2. 
An elementary calculation yields 
I~(Q)I ~< 6~ + 4( 2 + E'U~ sup IQ I e iQi 
o 
1 
~< 6"U~ + 4e 2 + -(ti l l)  <~ a~/'~ + bE 2, 
e 
where 
As "//"(Q)> (, VQeR' ,  
I I 
a=6+~e and b=4+~e.  
I ~(Q)  I 1 sup ~ (a~/~ b(2) B1, 
e ~(Q)~<-(  + = 
where B, > 0 is the constant introduced in hypothesis (H3). The graph of ~(Q)  is indicated below: 
if we now arbitrarily choose a point (~),~(~))) on the graph in the third quadrant and define 
~(Q)  = f ' (Q + Q) - f ' (O)  then, clearly, ~(0) = 0, E < ~/7,(Q) ~< E + ~,  VQ e R l, ~7",,(a) > 0 and 
./7",,(Q) exists and is continuous VQ < I Q l, with ~F"(Q) > 0 for I Q I sufficiently small. We again 
have a bound of the form 
sup -~(Q) Q ~ ~</~l for some 91 >0,  
which is easily computed, where ~(Q) is defined by equation (24) with ~(Q)  in place of U(Q). 
In line with part (ii) of hypothesis (H3) we note that (for this example) if Q ~ 0, then 
so that for Q < I QI, 
-u"(Q) ~ e IQI 
~v-'(Q)- sgnQE+~e iQ4 
~"(Q)  -//] ee-rol 
~/7,(Q) c + ~e °-I0i' 
from which it follows that, for L QI sufficiently small, ,F"(Q)/~7"(Q) is well-defined with 
[~F"(Q)/"F'(Q)I < 1, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3 
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3. AN A PRIORI  ESTIMATE 
It is well-known that there exists a local C l(in (x, t)) solution for the quasilinear hyperbolic 
system (2*) with associated periodic C I initial data i0('), Q0(') and thus, also for the equivalent 
system (7) with initial data %(.), o0('); more precisely, 3tin > 0 such that a C l solution (,(x, t), o(x, t)) 
of the initial-value associated with the system (7) exists for 0 ~< t <tm ~< oo and, if t~ < oo, then 
lim x/,2(x, t) + o~(x, t) = ~,  
i.e. a shock forms at t =tm if the C ~ solution is not globally defined in the temporal variable. In 
this section we will establish an a priori estimate for I*(x, t)[ + [o(x, t)[ on [0, tin) which holds 
whenever the local C l solution is such that the leakage conductance l/G, per unit length of the 
line, grows sufficiently fast on [0, tin). 
From expressions (22) and (23) and hypothesis (H3) we have 
~< ~---~l I(~(~)[ [~/I, r/ f iR  l, (26) I~(~)1 
where (70/)= G(C(O(r/))). Let (,, 6) be the local solution of the initial-value problem associated 
with system (7) on [0, tm), r/(X, t)=~(X, t ) - -O(x , t ) ,  and suppose that for some G0>0 and 
3 > ct = R /L  the following condition is satisfied: 
sup IG(r/(x, t))[ ~< Go e-~`, 0 <~ t < tin. (~J) 
x~R I 
Then we have the following result. 
Lemma 
If (~(x, t), ~(x, t)), the local C l (in (x, t)) solution of the initial-value problem associated with 
system (7) on [0, tin), satisfies condition (~J), for some Go > 0 and 3 > ~t = R/L ,  3Cl ---- Cl(~t) such 
that 
I,(x, t)l + Io(x, t)[ ~< C1([%l + Iool); x ~R 1, 0 ~< t ~< t,,, (27) 
and 
I*oJ = sup J*o(X)l, Jool = sup Ioo(x)l. (28) 
xER 1 xER I 
Proof  As Ir/(x,/)l ~[¢(x, / ) l+lo(x, / ) J ,  expression (26) and condition ((~) imply that, for 
O <~ t <tin, 
where 
I ~(*(x, t) - o(x, t))l ~ Moe-a'( l*(x,  t)l + Io(x, t)l), 
B~Go > 
Mo=--  0. 
(29) 
For ill, fl2e R 1 we denote by xl(t, HI) and x2(t, f12) the characteristics which pass, respectively, 
through the points (it, 0) and (i2, 0) i.e. xl(t, ill) and x2(t, i2) satisfy 
and 
dx--1 = )~("~(Xl (t' ill)' t) -- O(xl(t, fl,), t)); 
dt 
x,(0, fl~) = fl,, (30a) 
dx 2 
d--i- = q(¢(x2(t, f12), t) - o(x2(t, f12), t)); x2(0, f12) = f12. (30b) 
By system (7), and the definitions of the indicated directional derivatives, fix, t) and o(x, t) satisfy, 
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along their respective characteristics, the ordinary differential equations 
~t 
d__ ¢(Xl(t ' ill), t) = --'~ (¢(Xl(t, ill), t) + ¢(Xl(t, Ell), t)) + ~(¢(Xl(t, E~), t) - ~(xl(t, El), t)) 
dt 
and 
d o(xz(t, E2), t) = t --~ (¢(x:(t, E~), t) + ~(x2(t, E2), t)) - ~(~(xz(t, E2), t) - o(x~(t, E:), t)). 
(31a) 
(31b) 
Integrating equations (31 a,b) along the characteristics x~ (t, E,) and x2(t, E2), respectively, and taking 
absolute values on both sides of each equation yields the estimates 
exp t I*(Xl, t)l ~< I*o(Ei)l + .]o exp', 5z  Io(x~, ~)1 dz 
+foeXp(2v)l~(~(x,,z)-o(xl, z))ldz (32a) 
and 
(,) () exp ~t Io(x2, t)[<-~lOo(E2)l+~ exp 2 v I¢(x2, z)ldz 
+ exp ~r  I~(*(xl, O--~(xl,  O)ld~, (32b) 
which are valid for t e [0, t,,); however, by condition (~), for 0 ~< t < t,,, ~ satisfies the estimate 
(29) for any x • R 1 (and hence along the characteristics xl(t, ill) and x2(t, f12) for 0 ~< t < tin). As 
~>Ct ,  
( )  exp ~ z I $ (¢(x,, ~) - ~(x,, ~))1 < mo exp - 2 ~ (I ~(x~, T)I + 14x,, ~)1), 
for i = 1, 2, and 0 ~< z < t,,. Thus, 
and 
L (') exp ~t le(x,,t)l<~l,o(E,)[+ 2 exp ~z I~(x~,z)ldz 
fo( ')  +Mo exp-Sz  (le(Xl, Z) l+l~(xl ,~) l )dr  
exp ~t  I~(x2, t)l~<l~o(fl2)l+ 2 exp z I*(x2,~)ldz 
dO 
; ( ' )  +Mo exp-~ (l*(x2, Ol+l~(x2, OI)d~. 
Setting 
R(t )=supexp t I~(x,t) l ,S(t)=supexp t [o(x,t)[ 
X 
and using the definitions of I~ol and I~01, we have 
(33a) 
(33b) 
(') f exp ~t  I,(/ , ,t) l~<leo[+-~ S(T)dT+Mo exp(-az) [R(z)+S(z) ]dz  
dO 
(34a) 
and 
(,) ,; f exp ~t  I~(/:,t)[~<l~01+~ R(z )dz+Mo exp(-ot~)[R(z)+S(z)]d~. dO (34b) 
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By the periodicity of the data, and thus the solutions (¢(x, t), o(x, t)), for any t =/', 3.~,,-x2 such that 
R(t) = exp ~ f 1~(2,,/')1, S(i) = exp ~ t 1~(22,/')1. 
Choosing/q, = fl*(/'), /q2 = fl*(t) such that 2, = Xl(t, ft,(f)), 5c2 = x2(f, fl2(f)), we then have 
R(i) = exp ~ i I~(x,(t, ft,([)), i)l (35a) 
and 
S(i) = exp ~ i I~(x2(t, fl2(i)), i)l. (35b) 
As/" < t,, was arbitrary, this last result holds for any t < tin, i.e. if we choose fl, = fl*(t), fl: = fl*(t) 
then we obtain from expressions (34a,b) the estimates 
f0 e(t )  ~< I~ol + ~ S(r) dT + Mo exp(--~r)[R(z) + S(r)] dr (36a) 
and ft 
S(t) < I~01 + ~ R(r) dz + Mo exp(-otz)[R(r) + S(r)] dr. (36b) 
30 
Adding the estimates (36a,b) and setting W(t) = R(t) + S(t), re(t) = ct/2 + 2Moexp(-ctr) ,  
I4"o = I¢01 + I~0 f, we obtain 
f0 W(t) <~ I4"o + m(~) W(r) dr, 0 <~ t < tin. (37) 
Since re(t)> 0, the standard Gronwall inequality (Hale [19], Corollary 6.6) may be applied to 
inequality (37) so as to yield 
W(t)<~ Woexp[ f /m( t )dr ]= WoexP(2t ) I2Mof /exp( -~r )dz  1. (38) 
But, W(t) >>. exp(ct/(2) t) (l~(x, t)l + Io(x, t)l); therefore, 
le(x, t)l + I~(x, t)l ~< W0 exp [I - exp( -~t) l  , O<~t<tm, (39) 
and the lemma follows with C, = exp(2Mo/e). Q.E.D. 
Remarks 
(i) It follows from inequality (27) that I r/(x, t) I ~< Cl (I ~ol + I o0 [), x e R ', 0 ~< t < tin, if the local 
solution of the initial-value problem satisfies condition (~J) for some Go > 0, 5 > 0t; from the 
definition of the Riemann invariants (5) it then follows that I Q(x, t)I, x e R ', 0 <<. t < tin, may be 
made as small as one wishes by taking 
sup IQo(x)l sup Iio(x)l 
xcR1 x~R I 
sufficiently small. In particular, if condition (~) is satisfied for some Go > 0, 6 > a, then for 
sup IQo(x)l and sup lio(x)l 
xER I xER 1 
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sufficiently small, ~"(Q) /~ ' (Q)  is well-defined with 
i < 1, 
where ~(Q)  = ~//'(Q + Q) - ~(Q)  is given by the constitutive relation (25) of Section 2. 
(ii) The condition (Q) says, in effect, that the leakage conductance 1/G associated with the 
solution of the initial-value problem on [0, tin) grows faster than e ~' for some 6 > R/L .  
It is important o note that hypothesis (Q) is not a statement about the growth or decay of 
solutions of the initial-value problem on [0, tm) unless a specific constitutive assumption relative 
to the dependence of G upon the voltage is first postulated, e.g. for the example of Section 2, 
G(~)=exp( - I~ l ) ,  ~R ~, G( r / )=exp( - l~(O(r / ) ) l  ) and condition (~) is satisfied if 
Iv(x, t)l-= I~(Q0/(x,  t)))l > fit, 0 ~< t < tm. 
4. GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF C 1 SOLUTIONS 
In this section we prove that any C ~ local solution of the initial-value problem associated with 
system (7), which satisfies condition (Q), may be extended to a global C ~ solution on [0, ~).  Our 
approach follows the scheme in Nishida [6], i.e. we seek to derive appropriate a priori bounds on 
the gradients I~x(X, t)l, I o~(x, t)l so that we may then employ a standard continuation argument; 
it is sufficient o derive the desired a priori estimate for 13~(x, t)l, an entirely analogous argument 
then yielding the similar estimate for IOx(X, t)l. We have, in particular, the following theorem. 
Theorem 
Let (3, ~) be the local C I solution of the initial-value problem associated with system (7) on [0, tin). 
There exist positive constants Cto, kj, k2(~t) such that if c¢ >~ ~0, and condition (G) is satisfied for 
some Go > 0, ~ > ct, then for I~01, I~01, and supl3o(X)[ chosen sufficiently small, 
x 
13x(x, t)l ~< k~ sup [~0~(x)l + k2(~)(1301 + I~01), (40) 
x 
for x E R ~ and O <~ t ~ t m. 
Proof. We begin by differentiating the first equation in the set (7), i.e. 
with respect o x so as to obtain 
- + $ ' (3  - - 
. . . - -2  3X  
(41) 
or  
3; *x-  +8 '  
As o" = o, + )~Ox = o, + fox + 2,~Ox, we find that o" = o" + 2,~ox. But 3"-- o" = 2,/~, so 
Substituting in equation (43) for 3" from system (7) we then obtain 
We now define 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
/7(* - -  ~) = ½ In [ - -  )~(¢ --  o)]. (45)  
Then,/7" =/7,(~'- J). But/7, = ½ 2,/~so, by equations (43),/7" = (2"~/)~)~ - ~,ox. Substituting into this 
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last expression for o~ from equation (44), we find that 
~2, fL, o,+ 2~"  (46) /7" = - -~  (, + o) - 22 
We now return to equation (42) which we write in the form 
,~ + (2"],x + 2+ ~)¢~=--()~,~ + 2 + #)o~, (47, 
where ~ (q) = ~'(r/). If we substitute for ~ in equation (47) from equation (44), use equation (46), 
and the fact that )7, = -~o, we obtain the equation 
oggo' & 
=--2L2-~ "+ 42 (~ + °)1-- 45q~- ~ (2-~ + ~ (* + o) + ~22/|" (48) 
We now define 
Then 
~(* - o) = F '  ~ ~ e t;(O dC. (49)  
J0 42 (~) 
Gt # 
~" = ~-~ e ( ( -  o') 
and substituting for ," from system (7) yields 
2 et;~ ~[c( °'1 - z" - - -  e (50)  ~'~ = ~(~+~)+~ • 
If we multiply equation (48) by e ~, employ equation (50), and simplify we now obtain the equation 
(ee ,~) '+(2" ,¢~+2+~-~q~)e~,x=(2+~) / /2  ' ~) . z  --2 (51, 
We want to integrate quation (51) along the characteristic x =x~(t,/?); to this end we define 
p (t) = exp[/7(~ - o)],,(x.(t,/?), t), (52a) 
= + -~) - ,~(~_~)  
and 
2,(~ - ~) 6 (~ - ~), (52c) n(t) = 2~(¢ -- o)'~x(Xl(t, fl), t)  + 2 + ~ (¢ -- o) -- 
where, in equations (52a--c), - a = ,(x~(t, ~), t) - ~(x~(t, ~), t), 0 <<. t < tin. Integrating equation 
(51) along x = Xl(t, fl) and using the definitions (52a-c) we now obtain 
where 0 ~< t < tin. For the sake of convenience we now set 
~(r/) = ~(r/)-- 6(r/), r/err. (54) 
From our earlier calculation (18), 
2 (5 5) 
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In place of equation (52c) we then have 
r~ (t) = )7, (, - o) *x (x, (t,/~), t) + 5 + 27 (¢ - o), (56) 
where,  - o -= r/ is evaluated along x = xt(t, ~), 0 <<. t < tin. However, in view of hypothesis (HI), 
d---~('UG(~))I,~=,(0(,)) < G~, Vr/eR ~, 
while by hypothesis (H2), I f "  ({~ (q)) I ~< "Uo, q e R i. Thus along x = xl (t,/~), 0 ~< t < t,,, 
127(,-o)1 ~'~oG,- z~ (57) 
so that 27(*(xt(t,/3), t ) -  o(x~(t,/~), t))/> -S~ for 0 <t  < tm. From equation (56) we then obtain 
g( t )  >>- Z(~-  o)*x(xl(t, ~), t )+  2 -  S'l' 0 <<. t < t,~ , (58) 
along x = x~(t, ~). We now set ~0 = 4Z~; then, for ~ >~ ~0, 
7t(t) ~ 7~(, - O),x(X,(t, fl), t) + 4 -= tel(l) (59) 
along x = x~(t, ~), 0 <~ t < tin, SO that 
exp-  ~(r)dT ~<exp-  ~( r )dr  , O~<s~<t<tm. (60) 
Proceeding, we now note that by equations (14a-c), 
IX,(,- o),~1 = I£'(n)l I*~1 1 "~"(O(n)) I*~1. 
- =4  ~ ' (0 (~) )  
However, by the lemma of Section 3, l Q (,7)I may be made as small as one wishes by choosing the 
quantities ]~0l and fool sufficiently small; then, for 1%1 and fool chosen sufficiently small we have, 
by virtue of part (ii) of hypothesis (H3), 
~"(0(,~)) ~ ~ 
~'(0(~))  
for some B 2 > 0. Thus 
I~,(* - o)~xl ~< B31*xl, 0 ~< t < t,,, (61) 
for some B 3 > 0, provided I~0[ and I~01 are chosen sufficiently small. We now assume that for 
c~ - 4E~ 
O<~t<t.,, I~xl ~<- -  4B3 
for some fixed but arbitrary El < a/4; a standard argument, which is presented towards the end 
of the proof, will justify this assumption. By virtue of the assumed bound on I*xl, 0 ~< t < tm, 
expression (61), and expression (59), we have 
rq(t) = )Tr(* -- O)*x(Xl(t, fl), t) + -~ >>- fl, 0 ~ t < tin. (62) t¢ 
We now decompose #(t) as #( t )= #~(t)+ #2(t), where 
E 1 #l(t)-- 1+-~(* -~)  Y(*--o) 
and 
e~(,-- o) f~z 1 U2(t) =-2(~- -~_~)~(* -~)  5+~(* - -o )  
(63a) 
(63b) 
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and q =,  - o in equations (63a,b) is evaluated along x = x~(t, [3). If we set 
.,i(,1) = ~ + - ~(s)  ds 
Tss 
then 
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(64) 
dA [2  ]dz I+~ ] 
/i'=~-~,7'--- 1+-q( ,1 )  ,1"= J q(,~) z'(,7), 
SO ./~' (~ -- O)Ixfxl(t , ~) =/'/1 ( / ) .  There fore ,  
/a(t) = 2"(¢ - o)Ix=x~<t.a)+/~2(t). (65) 
Also, 
;oPl(s)expl-;stlt('~)dzl ds=~td2Jo ds(q (xl (s, fl),s))expl-fjrt(r)d'rlds 
[ ;  ] =.~(tl(x~(t, fl),t))-.d(~(x~(O, fl) O))exp - rc(~)dT 
Employing equation (66) in equation (53) we have, for 0 ~< t < tin, 
[fo ];o I f  ] p(t)=p(O)exp- 7t(z)dz + #2(s )exp-  zt(z)dr 
+,~p(t)-2p(O)exp[-f/,~(z)dr]-f/2~(s)n(s)exp[-fstn(r)dr]ds, (67) 
where by equations (49) and (64), for r /= , -  o, 
2a(t)=2(q(x,(t, fl),t))=-~ (xl(t, fl),t) l+-~z ~(s)  2~ds '  (68) 
where 
/i~(o) = 2(,1 (x,(O, fl), o)) = 2( , t  (fl, o)) = 2( ,o ( f l )  - o0([3)). 
Taking absolute values in equation (67), and using formula (60), we obtain, for 0 ~< t < t,., 
'P(t)'~tP(O)'exp[-;:.l(,)d*]+ fo",~(s)'exp[-f'~,(*)d*Jds 
rr  l r  ~ [fo ] +12~(t) l+12a(0) lex p - n,(z)dr + IAp(s ) l l l r ( s ) lexp-  n, (Odz ds. (69) I_ do _1 jo 
However, in view of equation (62), -n l ( t )  ~< -e~, 0 ~< t < t~, and therefore, 
;o Ip(t)l<~[p(O)lexp(-elt)+ 1#2(s)lexp[-e~(t-s)]ds +12a(t)l+12a(O)lexp(-e,t) 
+ IAp(s) l ln (s )exp[ -E~(t -s ) lds  
0 
or  
Ip (t)l ~< [2p(t)l + [Ip(0)l + 120(0)1] exp( -Et t )  
+ (l~2(s)[+l.~p(s)llrc(s)l)exp[-c~(t-s)]ds. (70) 
0 
Now, by virtue of expressions (56), (57) and (61), 
Irc(t )l <~ B31*(x,(fl, t), t)l +-~ + .~, O <~ t <tin. 
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However, in view of our tentative assumption that, for 0 ~< t < tin, 
c~ -- 4el 
4B3 
t"~ --4El\ ~ 3~ 
[~( t ) l<~- - - -4 - - )+5+Z,=~+S, -6=~o,  O<<.t <t,.. 
Setting/~(t) = I/~z(t)l + r~ol.'la(/)l, we then have the estimate 
Ip(t)l+l~(t)l+[Ip(O)l+12~(O)llexp(-~,t)+ /~(s) exp[ -~, ( t -  s)] ds, 
do 
valid for 0 ~< t < tin, from which it follows directly that 
l 
Ip(t)[<~lp(O)l+2 sup I~a( t ) l+-  sup /~(t) 
O~t<tm (~10~<t<tm 
(71) 
~ lp(0) l+-  sup Im(t) l+ 2+ re° sup I/Ta(t)l, (72) 
('10<~t<tm E|/I O<~t<t m
where we have used the definition of/~. There remains for us the problem of estimating 1~21 and 
l l i p l .  Now 
exp[/~(¢ - o)]l ~(+ - o)l [~ ] 
I/~2(t)l ~< I~0-  ~)1 ~+1~(¢-o)1  , (73) 
where r /= ¢ - o is evaluated along x = xl(t, fl), 0 ~< t < Im. By equation (45), 
+1 ,j4 
Therefore, by hypothesis (H2), 
exp [~(,'z --  J)] ~ (~o/ t ) l "4  (74) 
and, also, by hypothesis (H2), 
exp [ff(~t - o)] ~ (Z)l/2. ( _~)  TM 1 1/4 
_ = ~ [L Vo) . (75) 
From formula (29) and the lemma of Section 3, 
1~(¢ - o)l ~< M0[ le (x , / ) l  + Io(x, t) l ]  ~< MoG(~)( l~01 + Io01), (76) 
with this last result holding, in particular, along x - xj(t, fl) for 0 ~< t < tin. By equation (18), and 
the calculation for 
immediately following equation (14a--c), we have 
(+ - ~)  = - 
6 (~(~ (+ - ~)). ~(~ (, - o))~-"(0 (~ - ~)) 
4 "U'(Q (¢ - ~)) 
O)) d (~o(~)) l ,~_  v~o(, +. 
2 d"r - - 
(77) 
Using condition (~), hypotheses (HI) and (H2), and the elementary fact that Vz • R', 
w(~)w"(~) w(T)~"(O ~(~) ~(T) ~< Bl, 
~'( r )  < W'(r) + 2"U'(z) = ~¢r,(z-------j ~< "U'(z) 
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we obtain from equation (77) the estimate 
~oGl 
I~(~-o)  1~< 4 2 -=~o ,hypothesis(H3) (78) 
valid along x = xj(t, fl), for 0 ~< t < t~. Combining expressions (73), (75), (76) and (78) we have 
the estimate 
(;+ 
1#20)1 ~< • (L3V0) l /4 '  MoC,(~)[l%l + I~ol], (79) 
for 0 ~< t < tin. Finally, we estimate ,~,(t), as defined by equation (68) for 0 ~< t < tin. Directly from 
equation (68), we have 
,/~a(t) i ~< 4 t*"~x'("a)")' [ 2 3 ] exp[/7(s)] 12(s). 1 + - I ~ (s) / ds, (80) 
dO ct 
where ~l(xl(t, fl), t)= ~(xl(t, fl), t ) -  o(x~(t, fl), t). Using expressions (75) and (78) and the lemma 
of Section 3, we thus obtain 
I/Ta(t)l ~4~c 1 + tP o (L~ro)~/gc,(ct)[l%l +1ool], (81) 
valid for 0 ~< t < t,~. Combining expressions (72), (79) and (81), we then obtain, for 0 ~< t < tin, 
Ip(t)l <~ Ip(0)l + k(~)C,(c0[I,01 + Iool] (82) 
with 
(~ ) (Z ~°)1/'4 I 7[0 Mo], /,(~)= ~+~'o ~/~ l+~+, , j  (83) 
where we note, in passing, that in the definition of k(~), ~0 and E, also depend on ~. Now, from 
the definition of p (t), i.e. equation (52a), and expression (74), we have 
(~0)1/4 (_~) 1/'4 
Ip (0)1 ~< I ¢x(fl, 0)1 ~< sup 1~6(x)l. (84) x 
However, exp[ -k ' (~-  ~)] = [~7(~_ ~)]-1/2, ~7 = - ,~  and thus 
exp[-/~ O-  0)] = [ , L ']1/4 [/L,,~l/4 
,: (0(,-o))J 
along x = x~(t, fl), for 0 ~< t < tm; using these estimates in expression (82) we have, for 0 ~ t < t~, 
(85) I¢x(X~(t'fl)'t)l<~ke] t \ L J  x 
or, along x = Xl(t, fl), for 0 ~< t < t,~, 
where 
ICx(x,(t, fl), t)l ~< k, sup 1*6(x)l + k2(~)(1%1 + I ~01), x 
=(?;, 
(86) 
and 
k2(0t) = k (0t) Cl(Ct). 
The desired estimate, i.e. expression (40), now follows (as in the proof of the lemma of Section 3) 
from the periodicity of the data and the fact that fl > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily, provided we 
can verify our tentative assumption that for 0 ~< t < tin, 
~t - 4q 
4B~ 
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for a fixed but arbitrary q < c~/4; to see that this is indeed the case, choose q positive, q < e/4, 
where ~ >/~0 = 4_r~ and set 
R - ~ - 4q 
4B~ 
Suppose we choose %(x) so that 
sup [%(x)[ < R; 
x 
by the continuity of ~(x, t) in t for t E [0, tm) it will then be true that ]~x(X, t)l ~ R for t ~ [0, t~), 
t~ ~< tin. Thus the estimate (40) will apply on [0, h]. Choosing 
sup I~ (x) I 
v 
even smaller (if necessary) and ]~0t +lool sufficiently small, it follows from estimate (40) that 
]~x(x, tl)[ <R.  If t~ < t,,, repeated repetition of this argument establishes that l'x] ~<R, for 
0 ~< t < tin, and also, that estimate (40) holds for all x e RI, 0 ~< t < tin, provided that 
sup l.~;(x)l, I%1 and I~01 
v 
are all chosen sufficiently small. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 
Given hypotheses (H1)-(H3), condition (~) implies that there exists a global C ~ (in(x, t)) 
solution to the system (7), with associated periodic initial data ~0(x), ~0(x), provided 
suple;(x)l, suplJ0(x)l, I%1 and IJ01 
x x 
are chosen sufficiently small and c¢ is chosen sufficiently large. 
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the a priori estimate (40), and the analogous estimate 
for [ox(x, t)l, which holds for 
sup[~;(x)[, 1~0[ and [J0[ 
x 
sufficiently small and ~ sufficiently large; these estimate, in fact, imply that 
lim x /~(xt )  4- J~(xlt) < 
t~trn 
so that the local solution, on [0, tm) may be continued to a C ~ solution on [0, ~).  Q.E.D. 
Remarks 
If G does not depend on v, but is time dependent and controllable in the sense that G (t) ~< Go e -a' 
for some Go > 0, 6 > ~, then all the basic results given above still hold and we may deduce the 
existence of a global C ~ solution provided 
supl~;(x)[, suplo;(x)[, I%1 and Iool 
r x 
are sufficiently small and c~ is sufficiently large. 
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